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Version of SRS: 1.1.0 
Requirement Comment 
LogsOut User confirmation on log out. 
General Using the term ‘at any time’. 2.1.1 and 2.1.1.1 
General Identify ‘Modes’. Possibly add a state diagram. 
General “The system shall…” verses “The user shall…”. Need to 

introduce the user actor into the document. 
CreateElement Report is an element. 
CreateElement Need to reorder some of the requirements so they do not 

‘forward reference’. 
DeleteElement User confirmations for deletions and exits. Identify all 

instances where user confirmation can be used. 
CreateElementInsertSaved Re-word for clarity. 
CreateElementInsertBase User inserts attribute values. 
General Attributes verses Values. Semantics need to be fixed. 
CreateElement Saving ‘element’? verses saving ‘values’? 
2.3.1 Can only preview post creation. 
Prority Need to set priorities. 
2.3.4 Wording. Making reference to UI. 
2.3.4.1 Wording is wrong, where does the system state go to? 

Within preview mode. 
Preview Can also go to save without preview. 
2.4 Forgot to add report. 
2.4.1 Remove database reference. 
ElementTypes Issues with the operations. No need for splitters if output can 

go to multiple inputs. 
ElementTypes Need to be able to reference to one particular element, not to 

the generic class of the operation. Class verses Instance. 
ElementTypes Descriptions of operations are not detailed enough. Need to 

review and define operations at a more detailed level. 
2.4.2.11 Wording is off. 
2.4.2.12 Define time correlation. Why only two? 
2.4.2.13 What’s it mean to subtract three or more? Same for divide. 
General What happens when illegal operations happens? Exception 

handling. 
2.4.3 Rewarding, and referring to Generators. 
3 Element type, not subtypes. Wording problems. 
3.x Redundancy, Save Element verses Save each of the types of 

Element. 
3.1.1.1 Confirmation from user. 
General User is not specified anywhere. 
3.2.1 Referring to instance verses general type. 
General Identify ‘Base’ operations and user implemented operations. 



General How to deal with deletion of an element, which is used in a 
composite element. 

4.2 Readjust all the exports. Collapse al the sublevels of 4.2.x. 
Figure 3 Wording need to be consistent to requirements. (Adam wins)
Figure 8 Add example of how it looks referring a real operation. 
Figure 10 Save and Execute? 
Figure 13 Delete, not Ok. 
General Might want to cover the CUI functionality. 
General User cancellation missing from some requirements. 
 


